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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Technical Notes:- Uses Binary Cloud Mask- Uses 11, 13, 14, 15 longwave bands- Uses all 15min FD data and aggregated into 1hr composites.- Only open ocean water.- No downstream products for SST.- Measurement Range 271-313K.  Accuracy +-3.1K,  Precision +-1.0K,  Accuracy & Precision are more strict for JPSS & H8 and both are being attained by those sensor's SST products.- Quantitative for LZS <=67deg,  Qualitative at LZS>67deg- SST Monitoring in order of robustness:  SQUAM (CMC L4 model) {serves as truth for analysis}, iQuam (in situ), ARMS (ACSPO from GOES-16)- Documented requirement is met:  +-0.2K mean bias and 0.6K RMSD for SZA<=67deg.- Focus of analysis is Oct 2017 through present.- Daily and Monthly diurnal cycles are realistic and consistent with comparison data.- Issues along cloud edges will be improved with improvements to the upstream Cloud Mask.Fixes / WR Notes:- 6 of 8 ADRs deemed necessary to reach Provisional are resolved.  2 are still in progress:- SST DQF appears to be incorrect - WR3207 "SST generated w/ missing blocks w/ best QF"- Anomalies in SST Product - WR4214 "corrupted time bounds" variableOther new ADRs:- ADR579 SST over Internal waters (easy one line fix)- ADR509 corrupted "time bounds" variable- ADR577 Aperiodic data flowRegarding two items identified for Full maturity (see slide 57):- Fix Aperiodic Data Flow:  AART/ARB should ensure that the ADR for this addresses product cadence in all three ABI modes (3, 4, and 6).- Include info on algorithm version in files global attributes:  The L2 product metadata includes three version fields, documenting the version of the product, the algorithm, and the input parameters. There may be a general issue here with the policy and method for setting these fields, which should be resolved for all products (not just SST).Full Validation:- Repeat PLPTs and look for improvement opportunities- Explore NOAA Enterprise Algorithm comparisons- Geo-Polar Blended SST analysis is doing well wrt to many comparisons including showing very good feature resolution in high-gradient areas.- Single Scanner Characterization (measure of expected bias) is needed in order to generate GRIST format which is a condition for international users.  These bias were not a required output for the Baseline algorithm since it was created in 2010.Customer Notes:- NWS has fielded SST to AWIPS-2 systems effective 1/17/2018.  Requests made for inland water (ADR in place).  - This Provisional PS-PVR for "Baseline" SST easily passes; however, the product is only serving AWIPS/WFOs which is a small and less critical user group.  In contrast, the ACSPO "Enterprise" algorithm is serving SPC, OAR, NHC, ...  all of whom require the GRIST format which is not produced by the GOES-R GS.  - Blended GEO/LEO is desired by users because it fills in the data and removes cloud cover holes.  - Primary differences are Baseline uses Reynolds and ACSPO uses cloud mask config which allows further data capture.  ACTIONS:- Action - (Wayne MacKenzie) - investigate the effort required to produce GRIST format on GOES-R GS. STAR believes it will take a year of data collection to train the algorithm.  - Action (Tom Renkevens & Jaime Daniels):  STAR PI and OSPO PAL to be informed that their lack of adherance to policy and organization mission has misled the users and created a difficult sustainment situation.  They are misrepresenting their organizations by developing user dependencies on products which are not validated nor endorsed by NESDIS offices.  - Action (Wayne MacKenzie & Sasha Ignatov):  A tiger team is formed to address the future of SST algorithms and it includes the SMEs from OSPO, STAR, GOES-R, OSGS, and OSAAP.  - Action (Jamese Sims):  A WG is formed to improve the requirements update process, so that STAR PIs and OSPO PALs aren't going rogue.  The NESDIS user requirements process needs to be more agile to capture evolving user requirements for products. Such a process would have helped mitigate issues with products like the GOES-16 SST product. The lack of this agile process is a major contributor to the situation with the SST product. STAR delivering enterprise products to some users was a response to this as was the fact that the PG program did not include a test/demo of the SST product.  - Action (Dan Lindsey & Matt Seybold):  Consider the lessons learned with the SST product and how the Proving Ground (PG) program could have been a place to truly ready all SST users to use the SST L2 product on day one. Had this been done, it would have likely resolved the issue of delivering a product (like SST in this case) that users cannot or do not want to use.  
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The Provisional considerations of accuracy and precision are clearly passed for SST to be declared as Provisional for Validation Maturity.  Congratulations to the team on their well executed analysis, thoughtful and clear presentation, and most importantly the achievement of SST Provisional Maturity!  There was tremendous improvement for SST in moving from Beta to Provisional.  NWS has fielded SST to AWIPS-2 sytsems effective 1/17/2018.  Requests made for inland water (ADR in place).  Given this provisional declaration, the products may now be served via PDA to any approved subscribers.  This Provisional PS-PVR for "Baseline" SST easily passes; however, the product is only serving AWIPS/WFOs which is a limited group considering the usual SST applications in air/ocean modeling as well as fisheries.  Subsequent product improvements are in development.  See section below for more feedback and actions going forward.  
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